Every team member is here to serve our customers

At Algus Packaging our team of specialized, experienced, individuals whose goal is to make sure that your purchase exceeds your expectations for price, function, installation, and after the sale service.

ENGINEERING
Beginning with our founder, Art Gustafian, attention to innovative engineering has been both a top priority and an Algus trademark. As testament to that belief, we employ our own staff of highly-trained engineers, which gives us the flexibility and knowledge to develop industry-leading packaging solutions. At Algus, we are dedicated to finding the best solutions to all of your individual needs — and our engineering professionals are there to make sure we always can.
It starts with an idea, a concept, a brainstorming session. The idea becomes a design, then a mold and finally a prototype submitted for your approval. These are the first steps to providing you with the highest quality thermoformed blisters, clamshells, bifolds, and trays. They are also the first steps in developing a long-term relationship.

At Algus our thermoforming process defines "Customer Intimacy". From your first contact with your project leader, Algus will work to ensure your package meets all your needs: product fit, appearance, functionality and shelf appeal.

Using the latest design and programming software are engineers can create packages for almost any application. From a basic rectangle face seal blister too complex three-dimensional bifolds, Algus will deliver excellence. We can duplicate or modify an existing package or develop a new product based on your requirements.

Our in-house machine shop will make your thermoforming tooling from high-grade aluminum using state-of-the-art CNC milling machines and then hand polish it for the greatest clarity.
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**THE ALGUS DIFFERENCE**

- Light gauge plastic ranging from .015 to .040 mil material
- In-house design, engineering & manufacturing
- Highly trained and experienced personnel
- Providing industry-leading solutions using:
  - PVC
  - PET (G.G)
  - R-PET (recycled)
  - APET
  - APFS
  - Food Grade
  - Anti-Static & Conductive materials

**Our Services Can Be Done In A Very Short Time To Get Your Product In The Stores!**

- 5 business day turn-around on concepts
- Normally 3 business day turn-around on prototype samples
- 20 business day or less turn-around on new tooling
- 3-4 week turn-around on blister orders (depending on plastic deliveries)

**Proudly redefining what to expect from a packaging company™**

**FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 800 266 8851 OR GO ONLINE AT ALGUS.COM**